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The Tiguan has proved to be a winner from Volkswagen, now the popular SUV has a 
stablemate with the arrival of the Allspace and as the name suggests it is in the space 
that it offers; seven seats and extended luggage carrying capacity depending on of 
course just how many decide to travel in the newcomer. 

  An extended wheelbase is the key to 
the Allspace which in styling shares 
some key points with the Atlas a large 
SUV on sale in the USA. 
  With five onboard you have 700 litres 
of luggage capacity (615 litres in the 
regular Tiguan) and with the middle and 
rear seats folded a massive 1,775 litres to 
work with.         
  The newcomer will appeal to the family 
motorist or indeed the business user who 
will benefit from the additional space. 
  Always with a new product from 
Volkswagen comes excellent engine 
choice and with the Allspace you have 

five to select from, two petrol and three diesel, with power outputs ranging from 150-
240PS. 
  Trim levels, relatively simple, SE, SEL and R-Line, all offering high levels of 
equipment. 
  My opportunity to try the newcomer was with an SEL version powered by the 
faithful 150PS two litre TDI with a six speed manual transmission. 
  Enough power to take you from rest to 62mph in under ten seconds and on to a top 
speed of 124mph. Fuel economy is good, quoting an official combined figure- 
49.6mpg. 
  While many may simply use the 
Allspace for such needs as the school 
run, thanks to the 4MOTION system it is 
capable of going off road or coping 
when road conditions are far from being 
desirable. 
  Today for many one of the buzz words 
in motoring is connectivity. You have 
the option of Volkswagen’s Active Info 
Display, which is also offered on the 
new Polo. This delivers fully digital 
instruments which are crystal clear and a 
head up display.  
  There are also available the latest 



generation MEB infotainment systems including, the Discover Navigation Pro system 
which offers Gesture Control. 
  Depending on the infotainment system, the Car – Net Security and Service online 
services and Car Net Guide and Inform online information functions are also 
included. 

  The optional App Connect function connects the infotainment system with all of the 
popular smartphones via MirrorLink, CarPlay and Android Auto. 
  Interesting, I was informed that the model I had tried will most likely be the best 
seller in the range. 
  Certainly I would settle for it, however at some future date I would like to get behind 
the wheel of the most powerful version. 
  Looking at cost, which we all do, the model tested costs £33,835, with entry to the 
range at £29,370. 
  Summing up, a vehicle worth taking for a test drive especially if you have to 
transport seven and even with that you have 230 litres of boot space. 
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